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HOUSHOLD SUCCESSION AND CHANGE AT THE R.M. HOUSE
FIGURE 12. Pre-Arnold (pre-1847)
Mitchell House first story floor
plan, showing, presumably the original layout of the home.

REAR PROPERTY LINE

FIGURE 1. Southwestern corner of the Randolph Mitchell House, presence of a gable porch
evident by the stains above central doorway entrance. December 2014.

FIGURE 2. Front doorway with paired attenuated
columns capped by Ionic capitals and an Adam
Style fanlight below a finely carved keystone bearing a Federal style eagle (see Figure 18).

THE RANDOLPH MITCHELL HOUSE is located on Lot 41 of the town of New Reading, located in Section 7 of Reading

FIGURE 19. Eagle keystone

FIGURE 20. Date stone from east gable, reads “R.M. 1828”

FIGURE 22. A shot of the foyer through the front doorway with a fisheye lens.
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During the course of investigations in and around the house a number of construction and remodeling episodes have been detected, making a chronology of activity at the house difficult to convey. Further Investigation will be required to accurately construct the entire history of the house. The above figures illustrate what is presently known.

Township in Northwestern Perry County, Ohio near the intersection of Rush Creek Road and Zion roads (see Figure 4). The

FIGURE 14. Southern
exterior window and
presumed Arnold door
now infilled with brick.
Later fill brick enclosed
by yellow lines, blue
dashed lines show projected lower door
frame, the red line indicates sub flush cutting
and wear of foundation
stone turned threshold
and green line indicates
the level of laid patio
brickwork. Wear of
sandstone foundation
block is concentrated in
the left of the sill, indicating that the door
swung from the right of
the door jam. Red and
white scale in feet.

home is the finest early Federal home in the entire county. The house is named for its original proprietor Colonel Randolph
Mitchell who completed construction in 1828 (See Figure 20 for date stone picture).
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FIGURE 21. The large brick Smoke House
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FIGURE 4. Reading Township, Section 7. Randolph Mitchell House location indicated by red arrow (USGS 1997).
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FIGURE 3. Interior of house, fine woodwork in parlor including cupboard on
right whose installation predates the mantelpiece on the left. Most woodwork
in the house including finer trim and molding as well as some structural elements are all of walnut. Red and white vertical scale at center in feet.
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SO WHO WAS RANDOLPH MITCHELL?
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Randolph Mitchell was born July 11, 1797 in Virginia and earned the rank of Colonel in the War of 1812. He settled in
New Reading, Ohio in 1819, buying seven lots for a total of $100 (see Figure 6). In the same year he marries Lydia
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Witmer and presumably begins construction of the house on lot 41. The 1820 census indicates that he, Lydia and
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their infant daughter reside in the household and that he is engaged in manufacturing. In 1825 the New Reading
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Between 1830 to the time of his death Randolph serves three terms as Reading Township Justice of the Peace. On
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September 23, 1843 William Wright “W.W.” Arnold and Randolph’s daughter Caroline Mitchell are married in the
home. 1846 tax duplicates indicate that Randolph then owned 19 lots and 42 acres north of New Reading (Figure 11).
On May 8, 1847 Randolph Mitchell dies and is buried in New Reading Cemetery located northwest of the house (see
Figure 5). Upon Randolph’s death W.W. Arnold becomes the owner of this estate. In 1848 W.W. Arnold graduates
from Cleveland Medical College and begins to practice medicine in New Reading. It is during the following years that

FIGURE 5. Randolph Mitchell’s
tombstone in New Reading
Cemetery, 150’ west of lot.
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FIGURE 15. Mantel and
chimney of dinning room.
Further evidence of a dividing wall found in the
presence of two stovepipe
holes in the chimney,
numbered 1 and 2 in yellow. If the room was divided it would have become necessary to heat
two rooms instead of one.
The position of the dividing wall is indicated by
red lines showing its trajectory across the floor
and ceiling. The wooden
mantelpiece appears to
have been modified to accommodate the partition.
The plaster in the chimney where the wall would
have met it also differs.

FIGURE 16. View of supposed Arnold medical office, facing
south. The position of the dividing wall is indicated by the solid
red lines and the trajectory of the door jam is marked by dashed
blue lines below the window frame. The lintel trim of the window/door also differs from the trim above any other window in
the house. One might also note the difference in plaster between
the windows where a chair rail once hung. At some point in the
past the chair rail was removed from the entire house and the
void filled with plaster.
This evidence along with other observations all support the theory that there were a series of alterations made to the home by various owners in the past. As a new set of owners takes up possession of a home they are apt to make alterations to the interior décor, teardown, rebuild and reposition outbuildings all to suit their
needs (Groover 2004: 25). The full extent of these changes will
not be understood without the aid of archaeological excavations
of the lot on which the house resides.

Methodist Church is organized in Randolph Mitchell’s house (Graham 1883: 328). The 1828 tax duplicates show that
Randolph then owned 16 lots in New Reading, as well as a single lot in the town of Somerset nearby (see figures 6-8).

FIGURE 13. Post-Arnold (post1847) Mitchell House first story
floor plan. Arnold installs a dividing
wall to create a medical office in the
dinning room and in doing so relocates a foyer door and turns the leftmost front wall window into a door
(see figures 14-16).
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a series of renovations to the house are thought to have occurred (see figures 12-16). Finally an 1883 account lists
Randolph Mitchell as “a noted old-time merchant of New Reading” (Graham 1883: 297). Beyond these sparse accounts we know very little about the man and this house. These limited records leave us few research alternatives.
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FIGURE 23. A panoramic view from the roof of the late 19th century addition, showing the brick smoke house at the center and the late 20th century privy and the rear pre-1971 barn at the left.
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PROPOSED ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE HOUSE AND LOT

FIGURE 6. 1819 Western New Reading plat
map, Mitchell lots shaded in light gray, lot
41, location of house shaded in dark gray.

FIGURE 7. 1828 Western New Reading plat
map, Mitchell lots shaded in light gray, lot
41, location of house shaded in dark gray.

FIGURE 8. 1846 Western New Reading plat
map, Mitchell lots shaded in light gray, lot
41, location of house shaded in dark gray.
Randolph Mitchell’s occupation remains the
subject of much debate. The presence of a
large brick smoke house on the lot (Figure 21)

FIGURE 9. Excerpt from Randolph Mitchells will, 1847.

combined with discussion of various meats in his will (Figure 9)
and the discovery of 25 meat hooks in the basement (Figure 10)
has led to the belief that he may have been involved in commercial meat processing. The meat hooks in the basement illustrate

FIGURE 10. One of 25 wrought iron meat hooks found in first floor joists.

FIGURE 18. A panoramic view from the
Northeast corner of Lot
41, facing Southwest.
Rear of house in background behind smoke
house at center.

FIGURE 11. 1846 Plat map showing Section 7 of Reading Townphysical evidence of 18th-century accounts from Tidewater Virship, Randolph Mitchell’s 42 acre plot outlined in red.
ginia which describe plantation hands hanging meat up in the
Based on this map and information contained in his will it is
basement of the ‘big house’ to prevent it from becoming coated in
clear that he, like most in the area, is involved in agriculture. It is
creosote produced by successive smoking sessions (Olmert 2009:
also clear that Randolph is doing well for himself, his property
85). Since hams could be kept for up to four years after initial
continues to grow until the time of his death in 1847. Casual obsmoking, its was common to remove them from the smoke house
servations would lead one to believe that Randolph was of conand store them elsewhere to prevent additional dehydration from
siderable wealth and stature in the community, however we lack
the smoking of new meats.
a complete understanding of his rank among his contemporaries.

A variety of methods can and should be employed to better understand what remains unknown about Randolph Mitchell, his house and Lot 41. The following investigation methods will
be implemented in the near future. These methods, coupled with others in the process of development and those yet to be considered, will best describe the history of Colonel Mitchell.

FIGURE 17. Aerial photographs show the changes in Lot 41 from 1938-2013. In 1938 the house, smokehouse, other small buildings and large
wooden frame barn with paired copulas (erected ca 1910) are visible. Little changes from 1938-1951. By 1971 the barn in the rear of the property is
erected. From 1971-1977 there is little change, but by 1985 the large frame barn is removed. Sometime after 1985, most likely before 1995, a two
story wooden frame addition is added to the rear in the corner of the house’s ell layout. Up until about six months ago the property remained
overgrown. The ground surface has recently been cleared for archaeological investigations this spring (USDA 1938-1985; Google Maps 2013).

1. GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY of the entire lot

2. DENDROCRONOLOGY

3. LATH ANALYSIS

4. ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATIONS

Procedure:

Procedure:

Procedure:

Procedure: (Based on results of radar survey)

-Run ground penetrating radar (GPR) equipment along transects at regular intervals.

-Retrieve numerous samples:

-Excavate the following,

One from each log in kitchen floor

-Collect representative samples from each
room’s ceiling and or walls that are removed.

One from every other viable timber

-Sand cross sections and side grain of samples.

-Record and manipulate data to produce a
map of the lot.
Purpose:
-Identify unknown features in lot.
-Narrow the focus of archaeological excavations.
-Determine past areas of activity as they pertain to spatial segregation and site organization.

-Determine species of each sample.
-Calculate average dates for each room/
structural feature to find mean harvest dates. Purpose:
-Compare averages by room/structural features.

-Difference in species may indicate a timelapse between episodes of installation.

Purpose:

Preliminary Results:

Determine chronology of construction/
alteration episodes.

-Supposed Arnold modifications appear to be
covered in walnut lath, while other Mitchell
features are cased in oak.

areas suspect of being location of outbuildings
entire interior and immediate exterior of the smoke house
entire ell yard area at the rear of the house
areas threatened by remodeling and restoration disturbance
Purpose:
-Establish a chronology of landscape changes of the lot
-Determine where any and all activities took place on the lot
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